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ABSTRACT

Because of factors such as energy and time one invests in an object, the stronger the connection, value, and reluc-
tance to lose said object individual will have. Hoarding behavior arises when individuals incorporate a strong
attachment with themselves to an object. The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of self-investment
on hoarding tendency and the roles of possession-self link and liking level in this connection. A hypothetical
model of the relationship between self-investment, possession-self link, liking level, and hoarding tendency
was tested. A convenience sampling method was used to survey 450 college students in Yunnan Province on
either a paper-based or online self-report scale. The data were collected using self-investment, possession-self link,
and liking level questionnaires, as well as the Saving Inventory Revised. Results showed positive relationship
between the study variables, ranging from 0.37 to 0.87. College students’ self-investment had a direct positive pre-
dictive effect on hoarding tendency; self-investment, in turn, indirectly predicted hoarding tendency through the
mediating effect of possession-self link; and individual liking level of items had a moderating effect for self-invest-
ment on the possession-self link. This study shows how self-investment affects the hoarding tendency of college
students, and the results of this study also help demonstrate the value of self-investment and possession-self link
in optimizing students’ hoarding tendency and thus promoting good psychological status.
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1 Introduction

In some fashion or another, we have all experienced some level of hoarding—when we keep something
objectively useless but claim it has clearly affected our life and are unwilling to throw it away. Hoarding
refers to the acquisition or inability to discard items that have no use or value. The most commonly
hoarded items are clothes, newspapers, magazines, books, food, and packaging, while recent studies have
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shown that hoarding can be extended even to animals [1] and digital files [2]. Although hoarding has a
negative connotation, it is necessary for human survival. Hoarding behavior is essential for individuals to
obtain food, clothing, adequate shelter, and other necessities of life. We need to save these gathered
necessities when environmental conditions require them. For example, during a new crown epidemic,
hoarding necessary living materials is particularly important for survival. In addition, hoarding can be
important for our psychological and social functioning [3]. For example, in many cultures, the clothes
and other items we acquire may be seen as representing our social status or our own self-definition.
Shopping and other acquisition behaviors it is a part of our social and leisure patterns. For example,
many people may go to the mall on weekends not only to shop, but also to see friends, have fun, and
acquire information about our changing world. In those experiences, we retain these sentimental objects
to remind us of our past and to connect us to people who own or collect similar items or share those
purchasing experiences with us. In a world where people are becoming increasingly distant from each
other, such tangible mementos are especially important in connecting us to our past and in expressing or
helping provide a concrete connection to identity and others.

However, like most aspects of human behavior, hoarding behaviors range from normal and adaptive to
excessive and even pathological. Studies have shown that the prevalence of hoarding behaviors in the general
population is 2.3%–6% [4], suggesting that hoarding behaviors are not uncommon. More importantly, the
emergence of hoarding behaviors in childhood or adolescence suggests that hoarding behaviors may
require earlier intervention [3]. In addition, hoarding disorders have high co-morbidity rates. For example,
obsessive-compulsive disorder, major depressive and anxiety disorders (including social phobia and
generalized anxiety disorder), autism, major alcohol dependence, and Alzheimer’s disease [4], as well as
high co-morbidity rates with other psychiatric disorders complicate the diagnosis of hoarding disorders [3].

Why do individuals develop hoarding behaviors? A range of factors that contribute to hoarding behavior
has been given, including memory, waste avoidance, and aesthetic reasons [4,5]. Hoarders experience strong
negative emotions and even show extreme emotional reactions when discarding their possessions. This
emotional attachment to the hoard is responsible for the difficulty when discarding and is an important
trait of hoarders [6,7]. Two types of emotional attachment have been found to exist in studies of hoarders
[5]. One of these is the perception of possessions as part of the self. Kellett et al. argue that “there is a
sense of integration between hoarders and their possessions;” and they found that hoarders have difficulty
defining the boundaries between the self vs. non-self and their possessions [7]. Hoarders also compare
throwing away items to “feeling like a part of me is dying” or “throwing away a part of me” [8]. With
this, hoarders often feel that their possessions are an extension or part of themselves. For example, the
object is beautiful, and if I keep it, I will be beautiful too. Another is “possessions as security signals,” in
which “possessions provide a source of comfort and security and may signify a safe environment” [4].
Hoarders derive more comfort from their possessions than non-hoarders and experience anxiety in the
absence of their possessions. This type of attachment is consistent with the evolutionary model of
hoarding biology, which views hoarding as an adaptive behavior to ensure adequate resources and a
secure environment [9]. Finding comfort and security in storage may also be associated with a higher
incidence of stressful or traumatic life events among hoarders. It is possible that “negative early
developmental factors influence the perceptions of and associations with possessions for those with
hoarding problems so that possessions help them experience a sense of security” [8]. When an individual
incorporates an item into the self, they will not want to discard it—even if it is objectively of little use or
value. Evidence from cognitive neuroscience suggests that the enhanced association between self and
shape makes it difficult to later associate that shape with another individual [10]. Thus, demonstrating the
integrative psychological challenges dispelling hoarding tendencies can present for someone.

However, not all hoarding tendencies reach a clinical diagnosis. For some, hoarding objects may not be
done in such great quantity, but in quality. Although these tendencies—of collecting objectively useless
things that have affected one’s life enough to the point where they are unwilling to discard them—still
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exist across people, the difference may lie in the value placed on the hoarded objects one has. Furby noted
that the more attention an individual pays to an object, the more likely they are to relate to that object [11].
Kamleitner used the balloon metaphor to nicely demonstrate that the more time spent on an object, the more
likely it is to be perceived as relevant, unique, and irreplaceable [12]. An individual’s perceptions, attitudes,
feelings, and commitment and care for their own body can improve their evaluation of not only themselves
but possibly objects as well [13]. Hodder elaborated that the way an individual extends their appreciation for
themselves through objects may be due to self-investment [14]. For example, a potted flower or a small
ornament may slowly enter the individual’s identity as they change the arrangement, clean it, and adjust it
day after day. The self-extension theory also emphasizes that the most common method of establishing a
connection between the self and an object is created, where the individual invests mental energy into the
product of creation through labor; therefore, the increase in the value of labor may reflect the effort
invested by the individual [15]. Many amateur painters hang their paintings of very average artistic value
on the wall as if they were treasures, refusing to sell them or asking excessive prices for them. However,
if they are given a similar painting by another amateur painter, they may not choose to buy it or are
willing to pay only a small amount of money. The reason for this phenomenon may be that the individual
has not only time, cognition, and energy invested in the creative process, but also self-projected spiritual
energy, emotion, and meaning—which is what increases the psychological value of their own work.
Perhaps the work objectively has a price, but the self-investment behind the work, especially the
emotional investment, is priceless; and these products have become an expression of the self, just like our
words, thoughts and emotions.

We have all had the experience that for two identical objects, people prefer the one they have worked
harder to get. This is also the case even for objects they have participated in making, even if they are
inferior, individuals will give them a higher value. Self-investment refers to the process by which
individuals actively or passively invest their cognition, feelings, and energy in an object [16]. Self-
investment indicates that there is a “self” flow between the individual and the object and that the
individual is engaged in activities that direct cognitive, energetic, imaginative, and other aspects to
the object. The self-investment in an object leads to the object becoming one with the self; because for
the individual, the object’s value emerges from the self-investment [17]. In the process of creating,
shaping, or producing something, the individual is accustomed to attaching oneself to the object, such as,
“I made it, mine” and “You made it, yours” [18]. Park et al. [19,20] studied brand-self relationships and
found that brands and selves can vary from no relationship to a fully overlapping relationship depending
on the degree of intimacy. It has also been shown that individuals have a higher possession-self link for
objects within their sphere of self; rate their liking level and attractiveness higher, and negative emotions
such as regret and frustration are more pronounced when losing this object [21]. Possession-self link also
does not consist only of material entities themselves, but also of the individual’s psychological
possessiveness of these tangible objects. According to Ferraro et al., the most meaningful possessions are
those that help gain/or strengthen one’s self-identity and thus better construct and symbolize the self (i.e.,
establish stronger object-self links) [21]. Based on this, we can speculate that a possession-self link is
created for an object due to an individual’s self-investment, which in turn leads to the development of
hoarding behavior.

It has been noted that individuals have different cognitive processing styles when confronted with
different objects [22]. Specifically, when confronted with an object with a low level of motivation, there
is a tendency to think intuitively, while when confronted with an object with a high level of motivation,
there is a tendency to think rationally. Needs are internal factors that generate motivation, whereas
triggers are external factors that generate motivation, and individual likes and preferences influence
perceptions. When the object of self-investment is not something that one likes, because of the
investment already put into the object one can still establish a connection with the self. And when self-
investment is in an object that one likes, the object is incorporated into the self to a greater extent and a
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stronger possession-self link is established. For example, when we particularly like an object of others, we
invest more time and energy in the object by borrowing it, and then we rightfully forget to return it and take it
for ourselves after a long time. In summary, this study aims to investigate how the hoarding tendency is
formed from the perspective of self-investment and the roles of possession-self link and liking level in the
formation process. Therefore, this study hypothesizes (H) the following:

H.1. Self-investment directly predicts hoarding tendency;

H.2. Self-investment indirectly predicts hoarding tendency through a possession-self link;

H.3. At different levels of liking (lower, moderate, and higher), the strength of the association between
self-investment and possession-self link is different, in that the strength of the association is weaker at lower
liking levels and stronger at higher liking levels (see Fig. 1).

2 Method

2.1 Participants
The convenience sampling method was used to select the sample, and the surveyed participants included

450 college students from Yuxi Normal College (Yunnan, China) on March 2022. Among the participants,
90% of them were from different regions of the Yunnan Province and 10% were from other provinces. The
response scale was rechecked at the end of the survey and 54 invalid questionnaires, including missing
questions and routine questions, were removed, for a total of 396 valid questionnaires. The age of the
participants ranged from 17 to 22 years (M = 19.7; SD = 1.0 years). Of these, 287 (72.5%) were female
and 109 (27.5%) were male. Table 1 contains the demographic information of the respondents.

Figure 1: Hypothetical model of the role of self-investment and possession-self link on hoarding tendency

Table 1: Demographic information of the participants

Variables Groups Frequency (%)

Sex Female 287 (72.5%)

Male 109 (27.5%)

Age Below 20 years old (18–19) 204 (51.5%)

20 years old and above (20–24) 192 (48.5%)

Monthly household income 3000 RMB and below 185 (46.7%)

3001 RMB to 7000 RMB 152 (38.4%)

Above 7000 RMB 59 (14.9%)

Only child Only child 129 (32.6%)

Not an only child 267 (67.4%)
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2.2 Procedure
Psychology teachers went into the classroom to administer the anonymous field test, as well as trained

classroom teachers to administer the online survey. Questionnaires were distributed to each class’Microsoft
group. Participants were told not to participate again if they had already participated in the study in any mode
(online or offline). The response scales were checked and 54 invalid questionnaires were excluded, yielding a
total of 396 valid questionnaires with an 88% validity rate. Software such as SPSS 26.0 and PROCESS
v.3.3 were used for data management and data analysis.

2.3 Measures

2.3.1 Saving Inventory Revised
This study used the Saving Inventory Revised, which was revised several times by Frost et al. based on

numerous clinical studies and has been widely used for self-rating hoarding symptoms [4]. It contains
23 items with 3 subscales: excessive acquisition of purchased and free items (7 items, e.g., “To what
extent do you control your urge to acquire things?”), preservation and hard-to-discard behaviors (7 items,
e.g., “How painful do you feel throwing things away?”), and excessive clutter caused by these behaviors
(9 items, e.g., “How often do you decide to keep things you do not need and do not have room for?).
Participants responded to each question using a five-point scale, ranging from 0 (none) to 4 (completely,
extremely, or extremely frequently). The total score ranged from 0 to 92. Diagnostic criteria: a total score
of 41 or less is considered normal, a total score between 41 and 62 is considered non-clinical hoarding
tendency, and a score of 62 or more is considered a clinical hoarding patient [23]. The questionnaire has
been widely used [4] and in this study, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was .94.

2.3.2 Self-Investment Questionnaire
The self-investment questionnaire was adapted from the self-investment questionnaire developed by

Brown et al. [24], and the word “Job” in the original questionnaire was changed to a “thing” with a
referent according to the needs of the study. In the questionnaire’s guiding phrase, subjects were asked
first to recall an object they had recently obtained with difficulty but was not necessary. Then, they had to
answer a self-investment questionnaire with 5 questions (e.g., “I have invested a major part of ‘myself’
into this item,” “I have invested many of my ideas into this item”) in the questionnaire. Participants
responded to each item on a scale of seven-point Likert-type scale, ranging from 1 (does not fit at all) to
7 (very much fits). The total scores ranged between 5 and 35. The higher the score, the stronger the self-
investment generated by the individual, measured in terms of the content of the investment as well as the
overall investment, respectively. Since its development, the questionnaire has been widely used [25], and
in this study, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was .97.

2.3.3 Possession-Self Link Scale
This study used Ferraro et al.’s Possession-self link scale [21] with 6 items (e.g., “This possession and I

had a lot in common,” “I derived some of my identity from this possession”). Participants responded on each
item using a seven-point Likert-type scale, ranging between 1 (doesn’t fit at all) and 7 (very much fits). The
total scores ranged between 6 and 42. The higher the score, the stronger the degree of the object-ego
relationship produced by the individual. Since its development, the questionnaire has been widely used
[21,26], and in the present study, Cronbach’s alpha coefficient was .91.

2.3.4 Liking Level Questionnaire
Referring to the study by Dohle et al. [27], we designed the liking level questionnaire, containing 3 items:

“I like this object very much,” “this is better, compared to the same object,” and “this object meets some of my
needs.” Participants responded on each item using a seven-point Likert-type scale, ranging between 1 (does not
fit at all) and 7 (very much fits). The total scores ranged between 3 and 21. The higher the score, the more the
individual likes the object. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient in this study was .90.
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2.4 Ethics
Human subjects were used in this study, so we followed the Declaration of Helsinki and it is all later

amendments. The Ethical Committee of Yuxi Normal University, Yuxi, China has approved the study
(ERB No. 2022005, dated: 18/3/2022). Prior to the start of the survey, students were informed of the
intent of the survey, the costs and benefits, the time required to complete the survey, and the
confidentiality of the data. To ensure that students understood the nature of the study, they were provided
with an informed consent form to participate in this study.

3 Results

3.1 Common Methodological Deviations
This study used a self-assessment scale, which may result in common method bias (CMB). Therefore,

the privacy of the subjects was protected during the testing process, some items were controlled by reverse
scoring, and the common method bias in data processing was examined using Harman’s one-way analysis of
variance. The results showed that a total of six factors with eigenvalues greater than 1 explained 64.75% of
the variance, and the first factor explained 30.79% of the variance, which was below the critical value of
40%, indicating that the effect of the common method bias was not significant.

3.2 Descriptive Statistical Analysis
Table 2 presents the descriptive statistics of the study variables. Kim suggested that data are non-normal

when skewness values are greater than or equal to 2 and kurtosis values are greater than or equal to 7 [28]. In
the present study, the data skewness of the variables ranged from 0.1 to 0.37, while the kurtosis ranged from
−0.22 to 0.02, both of which are below the recommended threshold values for evaluating normality. The
correlations between Self-investment, Possession-self link, Liking level, and Hoarding tendency were all
positive. The correlations between the variables were statistically significant (p < .01).

3.3 Mediating Effect of Possession-Self Link, Moderating Effect of Object Liking Level
The SPSS macro process v3.3 program was used to test the mediated model with moderation. Analyses

were conducted to determine whether the relationship between self-investment, possession-self link, and
hoarding tendency was moderated by liking level. In all analyses, the bias-corrected percentile Bootstrap
method test was used to estimate 95% confidence intervals for various effects using a replicate sample of
5000. The mediating model test with moderation entails estimating the parameters of three regression
equations: first, to test the predictive effect between the independent variable (self-investment) and the
dependent variable (hoarding tendency); second, to test the effect of the mediating variable (possession-
self link) on the relationship between the independent variable (self-investment) and the dependent
variable (hoarding tendency); and again, to test the moderating effect of the moderating variable (liking

Table 2: Descriptive statistics of study variables (n = 396)

Variables M SD Skewness Kurtosis 1 2 3 4

1. Self-investment 3.66 0.05 0.14 −0.10 1 - - -

2. Possession-self link 3.76 0.05 0.10 −0.22 .77** 1 - -

3. Liking level 3.89 0.06 0.23 −0.02 .72** .87** 1 -

4. Hoarding tendency 1.54 0.03 0.37 0.02 .40** .39** .37** 1

Note: M = mean; SD = standard deviation. **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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level) on the relationship between the independent variable (self-investment) and the dependent variable
(possession-self link).

A moderated mediating effect exists if the model satisfies the following conditions: (1) the predictive
effect of self-investment on hoarding tendency is significant; (2) the predictive effect of self-investment
on possession-self link is significant and the predictive effect of possession-self link had a significant
predictive effect on hoarding tendency, and (3) the interaction effect of self-investment and object liking
level on possession-self link was significant (see Fig. 2).

To test the mediating effect of the possession-self link and the moderating effect of liking level, the SPSS
macro process model7 developed by Hayes [29] (which is consistent with the theoretical hypothesis model of
this study) was used. The results of the regression analysis are shown in Table 3, where the mediating effect
of the possession-self link and the moderating effect of the object-liking level is verified. First, the regression
equation was established with self-investment as the independent variable and possession-self link and
hoarding tendency as the dependent variables. Self-investment had a significant positive predictive effect
on the possession-self link (Coeff = 0.46, SE = 0.07, t = 6.42, p < .001); self-investment had a significant
positive predictive effect on hoarding tendency (Coeff = 0.12, SE = 0.04, t = 3.32, p < .001); and self-
investment with liking level had a significant interaction effect on the possession-self link (Coeff = −0.04,
SE = 0.02, t = −2.69, p < .01).

Second, the regression analysis was conducted with the possession-self link as the independent variable
and hoarding tendency as the dependent variable. The results showed that the possession-self link had a
significant positive predictive effect on hoarding tendency (Coeff = 0.11, SE = 0.04, t = 2.85, p < .001). In

Figure 2: The path model of hoarding tendency

Table 3: Tests for mediating effects with moderation

Variables Possession-self link Hoarding tendency

Coeff SE t Coeff SE t

Self-investment 0.46 0.07 6.42*** 0.12 0.04 3.32***

Possession-self link 0.11 0.04 2.85***

Liking level 0.74 0.06 11.51***

Self-investment x Liking level −0.04 0.02 −2.69**

R2 0.29 0.17

F 92.48*** 41.30***
Note: Coeff = coefficient; SE = standard error.
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addition, the 95% confidence intervals for both the direct effect of the self-investment on hoarding tendency
and the mediating effect of possession-self link did not contain 0, indicating that self-investment not only
directly predicted hoarding tendency but also through the mediating effect of possession-self link.
Therefore, the effect of self-investment on hoarding tendency remains significant after adding the
possession-self link, indicating that the possession-self slink plays a mediating role between self-
investment and hoarding tendency. And when the liking level enters the model, a moderating effect
appears. Specifically, self-investment, possession-self link, and liking level all positively predict hoarding
tendency—and the self-investment and liking level interaction term had a significant negative predictive
effect on hoarding tendency (Coeff = 0.04, SE = 0.02, t = −2.69, p < .01), with a 95% confidence interval
of [−0.07, −0.01]. Thus, the liking level moderates the effect of self-investment on the possession-self
link, and the mediating model, with moderation, holds.

To more clearly reveal the interaction effect of self-investment and liking level, a simple effect analysis
was conducted to group liking level by one standard deviation above and below the mean, with the mean plus
one standard deviation for the high liking group and the mean minus one standard deviation for the low liking
group. The direct effect values of the variable self-investment on the variable possession-self link and their
95% Bootstrap confidence intervals are shown in Table 4.

Meanwhile, this study also examined the role of liking level in the relationship of self-investment and
possession-self link using simple slopes. The moderating effect is shown in Fig. 3. The positive predictive
effect of self-investment on possession-self link was significant for subjects with lower liking levels, with a
simple slope of 0.34 (t = 9.11, p < .001). For subjects with higher liking levels, the positive predictive effect
of self-investment had a significant positive predictive effect on the possession-self link with a simple slope
of 0.24 (t = 6.84, p < .001). This indicates that the predictive effect of self-investment on the possession-self
link decreased with the increase in liking level; showing a weakening trend.

Table 4: Analysis of the mediating effect of self-investment on possession-self link at different liking levels

Liking level Coeff Boot SE t Boot LLCI Boot ULCI

M − 1SD 0.34 0.04 9.11*** 0.27 0.41

M 0.29 0.03 9.29*** 0.23 0.35

M + 1SD 0.24 0.04 6.84*** 0.17 0.31
Note: M = Mean; SD = Standard deviation; Coeff = coefficient; SE = standard error; LLCI = Lower level confidence interval; ULCI = upper level
confidence interval.
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4 Discussion

The results of this study show that self-investment is positively and directly related to hoarding tendency.
The higher an individual’s self-investment, the higher the hoarding tendency. Conversely, the lower the self-
investment, the lower the hoarding tendency. In addition, self-investment positively predicted the possessive-
self link; the possessive-self link positively predicts the hoarding tendency, and self-investment indirectly
predicted the hoarding tendency through the possessive-self link. Based on these results, higher self-
investment will lead to a higher possession-self link, and a higher possession-self link will lead to a
higher hoarding tendency, which is consistent with existing research [19,20]. Park et al. found that brand
and self can vary from no relationship to a fully overlapping relationship depending on the level of
intimacy [19]. It has also been shown that individuals who have a higher possession-self link to objects
within their sphere of self, rate their liking level and attractiveness higher; and the negative emotions
such as regret, and frustration are more pronounced when losing this object [21]. In a field study [30],
researchers had kayak renters either think of a nickname for a local lake or not. The researchers thought
that giving a nickname to the lake was an invitation to the self. After that, the researchers planted trash
on the lake, anchored it to control the location of the trash, and situated it so that each kayak would have
to pass close to a piece of trash either going out from the rental location or returning. Observing people’s
trash-picking behavior, it was found that those who gave the lake a nickname tried to pick up more trash
than those who did not. The authors concluded that thinking of a nickname is an investment in the self,
which increases the psychological link to the lake, and leads people to take better care of the lake by
picking up trash [30]. Based on this, for hoarders, an intervention can be carried out by withdrawing self-
investment. This approach involves spatially distancing the object from the self, such as placing the
object in a garage, attic, or other invisible “transition location” prior to disposal [31]. Doing so reduces
the individual’s interaction and input with the object, thereby reducing control and knowledge of the
object. Furthermore, “isolating possessions in invisible transitional places gradually shifts those
possessions from the realm of ‘I’ to the realm of ‘non-I’” [31], so physical distance may also help to
reduce the ego’s investment in objects. Although hoarders have strong psychological attachments to
hoarded objects and withdrawal of inputs may be less popular with hoarders, withdrawal of inputs is still
a valid approach.

The present study also found that self-investment predicted possession-self link, and possession-self link
predicted hoarding tendency; therefore, self-investment could indirectly predict hoarding tendency through
object self-association. The results of this study can be explained by the self-extension theory. Self-extension
theory emphasizes that the most common method of establishing a connection between the self and an object
is creation, where the individual invests mental energy into the product of creation through labor, and
therefore the increase in the value of labor may reflect the effort invested by the individual [15]. Hodder
illustrates the ways in which an individual’s self-extension may involve self-investment [14]. In the
process of creating, shaping, or producing something, individuals are accustomed to labeling objects by
connecting themselves to them (e.g., it was made by me, so it is mine) [18]. Individuals gradually
incorporate objects that are not related to them into the sphere of the self by investing (e.g., time, energy,
money) to establish direct psychological connections with external material objects. In the literature this
has been shown, such as with Park et al. who that found for brand-self relationships depending on the
degree of intimacy, brands and selves can vary from no relationship at all to a fully overlapping
relationship [19,20]. People with hoarding tendencies feel this too, seeing their possessions as an
extension or part of themselves or may feel a sense of responsibility to look after them. They often
anthropomorphize objects, giving them human qualities, and prefer the company of their possessions to
that of others. In addition, they may keep possessions to maintain a connection to the past (‘like my mum
was always with me’) or as compensation for a traumatic past. The reason for this may be that the
individual invests not only time, cognition, and energy in the creative process, but also self-projected
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mental energy, emotion, and meaning, which is what adds psychological value. Although there may be a
psychological cost for this expended mental energy, to these individuals the time and emotion invested in
the object are not seen as burdensome; as these objects have become as much an expression of the self as
one’s own words, thoughts and emotions.

The results of this study also showed that self-investment was positively related to liking level. The self-
liking level was also positively related to possession-self link. And liking level for an object moderated the
effect of self-investment on possession-self link. Overall, the stronger the possession-self link is for
increasing self-investment; for a highly liked object, the stronger the possession-self link is with
increasing self-investment; for a less liked object, self-investment increases and the stronger the
possession-self link is as well. Perhaps, it is more likely for a favorite item to become a part of oneself as
a satisfaction of heart expectation and motivation. While on the other hand, the time and energy invested
by an individual in a low favorite item bring a stronger possession-self link, which is perhaps the feeling
from not having much expectation at the beginning to the surprise coming later. Based on this,
interventions for hoarders can be carried out by finding alternatives. Encourage subjects to take a picture
or video of the item before disposing of it, allowing them to maintain mental ownership of the item even
after it is discarded. Taking a photograph may represent a personal meaning associated with the item
(e.g., a specific memory or emotion) being retained in the photograph, making it easier to discard the
item itself [31,32]. Photographs may also help to preserve memories, thereby reducing the identity threat
of abandoning the product [33]. Peck and Chu suggested that the practice of substitution may also help to
maintain psychological ownership of the item [30]. Peck and Chu found that receiving a souvenir of the
item increased consumers’ willingness to abandon the item [30]. Thus, preserving a photograph of an
item may reduce negative emotional reactions to disposing of the item by maintaining a psychological
connection to the item when actual ownership has ended.

5 Research Limitations and Future Prospects

This study also has some limitations that need to be improved in future studies. First, the results of the
cross-sectional study design cannot infer causality, so, future longitudinal designs or experimental studies
should be used to explore the causal relationship between self-investment and hoarding tendency through
convergent cross-sectional designs, multi-layer linear models, or manipulation of independent and
mediating variables. Second, this study was conducted during the New Crown epidemic. The impact of
the New Crown epidemic on individuals’ habits and consumption habits was tremendous. People were
more inclined to hoard some daily necessities. This study was a specific result for a specific period.
Finally, the study was conducted in teacher training colleges in southwest China, where there are more
female students. Therefore, the proportion of male students in the sample is low. In future studies, the
data of college students should be more comprehensive and more in-depth to explore the gender
differences in hoarding tendency in the new period of the new crown epidemic. In addition, this study
found a significant correlation between self-investment and hoarding tendency, mediated by the
possession-self link and moderated by liking level. Further studies can adopt experimental approaches
and designs to continue to understand the role of self-investment and possibly the neural mechanisms
behind the hoarding tendency.

6 Conclusions

In summary, this study is unique in distinguishing the relationship between self-investment and hoarding
tendency among Chinese college students. In order to explore the existing literature, the results of this study
embody hoarding tendency and other related factors, revealing the effects of self-investment, liking level, and
possession-self link on college students’ hoarding tendency. We found that college students’ self-investment
predicted hoarding tendency, the possession-self link played a mediating role, and liking level played a
moderating role in this predictive relationship. Based on this, we suggest that a psychological intervention
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based on self-investment can reduce their tendency to hoard. The present study also provided effective ways
of handling items that were tested to help non-clinical hoarders improve hoarding behavior tendencies. The
results of this study contribute to the improvement of hoarding tendency in college students.
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